
review theater performance on the 24th november 2021

On a Wednesday even ing the exhausted Students of class so
,
^^ and 12 were invited

to a theatre play in the gym halt
. without know Ing what to expect they caretully entered

the room and locked for a Seat as for owvay from the Sma" Selfmade Stage as possible .

There were two people roaming around on the Stage , preparing last -minute things ,
that the

Students wenn
't familias with yet . Their teachers Mrs. Bach and Mrs. Jung 1- old them before

that this performance would be different from what they're normal / y used to and additional / y very

interactive with the audience . This cause d most Students to be wary und cautious , Haring they have to go

on Stage and del Iver a Hamlet - Broadway - like Performance .
Thank fully the two Strangers , which introduced

themselves as performers from the Phoenix Theatre touring in Germany ,
made the interactive Part easy -

going and guided the unexperienced new actors that have been picked randomly from the audience

throughout their acting Part . The newbies only had to repeat what one of the actors wnispetecl

in their ear and strand there awkwarduy ,
how easy . The play that has been Shaun with

only two actors and some Students was
„
Richard #

"

by our beloved William Shakespeare .

Even though the audience was extremly tired because of the true villa in I sorry Richard / Called

school
,
the two actors suceeded in captivating them with their amazing contra of face

muscus
,
their impressiveability to Switch between muh.pk rotes atmen and the Smooth

flow of the party interactive performance . Everyone in the room couldn't take their eyes away

from the art being create d on the Stage , so one hour easily fett like 20 minutes only . Altnougn not

Many of US Speak English fluently it was not that much of an Challenge to follow the actors words .

After the play and the additional/ y smalltalk section ( Q & A with the actors ) was done
, you

were able to feel the tiredness rushing in again ,
the magic has fond its end . This

proves how amazing of an Performance it was
,
the Students were met with some -

thing so unexpecting and excitingly nen that the exhavstion left the booty for
a while . I want to thank the two incredible actors for giving Us an

Unforgettable experience . Good tuck to Goth of them for their future and the

next meeting bettet be at the premiere of an movie they participated in .


